Hydrologic Time Series Ysis Theory And Practice
Climate is a paradigm of a complex system. Analysing climate data is an exciting challenge, which is increased by non-normal distributional
shape, serial dependence, uneven spacing and timescale uncertainties. This book presents bootstrap resampling as a computing-intensive
method able to meet the challenge. It shows the bootstrap to perform reliably in the most important statistical estimation techniques:
regression, spectral analysis, extreme values and correlation. This book is written for climatologists and applied statisticians. It explains step
by step the bootstrap algorithms (including novel adaptions) and methods for confidence interval construction. It tests the accuracy of the
algorithms by means of Monte Carlo experiments. It analyses a large array of climate time series, giving a detailed account on the data and
the associated climatological questions. This makes the book self-contained for graduate students and researchers.
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Confronting Climate Uncertainty in Water Resources Planning and Project Design describes an approach to facing two
fundamental and unavoidable issues brought about by climate change uncertainty in water resources planning and project design.
The first is a risk assessment problem. The second relates to risk management. This book provides background on the risks
relevant in water systems planning, the different approaches to scenario definition in water system planning, and an introduction to
the decision-scaling methodology upon which the decision tree is based. The decision tree is described as a scientifically
defensible, repeatable, direct and clear method for demonstrating the robustness of a project to climate change. While applicable
to all water resources projects, it allocates effort to projects in a way that is consistent with their potential sensitivity to climate risk.
The process was designed to be hierarchical, with different stages or phases of analysis triggered based on the findings of the
previous phase. An application example is provided followed by a descriptions of some of the tools available for decision making
under uncertainty and methods available for climate risk management. The tool was designed for the World Bank but can be
applicable in other scenarios where similar challenges arise.
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This book communicates some contemporary mathematical and statistical developments in river basin hydrology as they pertain to space-time
rainfall, spatial landform and network structures and their role in understanding averages and fluctuations in the hydrologic water balance of river
basins. While many of the mathematical and statistical nations have quite classical mathematical roots, the river basin data structure has led to many
variations on the problems and theory.
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This introduction to wavelet analysis 'from the ground level and up', and to wavelet-based statistical analysis of time series focuses on practical discrete
time techniques, with detailed descriptions of the theory and algorithms needed to understand and implement the discrete wavelet transforms. Numerous
examples illustrate the techniques on actual time series. The many embedded exercises - with complete solutions provided in the Appendix - allow readers
to use the book for self-guided study. Additional exercises can be used in a classroom setting. A Web site offers access to the time series and wavelets used
in the book, as well as information on accessing software in S-Plus and other languages. Students and researchers wishing to use wavelet methods to
analyze time series will find this book essential.
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The application and interpretation of statistics are central to ecological study and practice. Ecologists are
now asking more sophisticated questions than in the past. These new questions, together with the
continued growth of computing power and the availability of new software, have created a new generation
of statistical techniques. These have resulted in major recent developments in both our understanding
and practice of ecological statistics. This novel book synthesizes a number of these changes, addressing
key approaches and issues that tend to be overlooked in other books such as missing/censored data,
correlation structure of data, heterogeneous data, and complex causal relationships. These issues
characterize a large proportion of ecological data, but most ecologists' training in traditional statistics
simply does not provide them with adequate preparation to handle the associated challenges. Uniquely,
Ecological Statistics highlights the underlying links among many statistical approaches that attempt to
tackle these issues. In particular, it gives readers an introduction to approaches to inference, likelihoods,
generalized linear (mixed) models, spatially or phylogenetically-structured data, and data synthesis, with
a strong emphasis on conceptual understanding and subsequent application to data analysis. Written by a
team of practicing ecologists, mathematical explanations have been kept to the minimum necessary. This
user-friendly textbook will be suitable for graduate students, researchers, and practitioners in the fields of
ecology, evolution, environmental studies, and computational biology who are interested in updating their
statistical tool kits. A companion web site provides example data sets and commented code in the R
language.
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The field of financial econometrics has exploded over the last decade This book represents an integration of theory, methods, and examples using
the S-PLUS statistical modeling language and the S+FinMetrics module to facilitate the practice of financial econometrics. This is the first book to
show the power of S-PLUS for the analysis of time series data. It is written for researchers and practitioners in the finance industry, academic
researchers in economics and finance, and advanced MBA and graduate students in economics and finance. Readers are assumed to have a basic
knowledge of S-PLUS and a solid grounding in basic statistics and time series concepts. This Second Edition is updated to cover S+FinMetrics 2.0
and includes new chapters on copulas, nonlinear regime switching models, continuous-time financial models, generalized method of moments, seminonparametric conditional density models, and the efficient method of moments. Eric Zivot is an associate professor and Gary Waterman
Distinguished Scholar in the Economics Department, and adjunct associate professor of finance in the Business School at the University of
Washington. He regularly teaches courses on econometric theory, financial econometrics and time series econometrics, and is the recipient of the
Henry T. Buechel Award for Outstanding Teaching. He is an associate editor of Studies in Nonlinear Dynamics and Econometrics. He has
published papers in the leading econometrics journals, including Econometrica, Econometric Theory, the Journal of Business and Economic
Statistics, Journal of Econometrics, and the Review of Economics and Statistics. Jiahui Wang is an employee of Ronin Capital LLC. He received a
Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Washington in 1997. He has published in leading econometrics journals such as Econometrica and
Journal of Business and Economic Statistics, and is the Principal Investigator of National Science Foundation SBIR grants. In 2002 Dr. Wang was
selected as one of the "2000 Outstanding Scholars of the 21st Century" by International Biographical Centre.
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The field of statistics not only affects all areas of scientific activity, but also many other matters such as public policy. It is
branching rapidly into so many different subjects that a series of handbooks is the only way of comprehensively
presenting the various aspects of statistical methodology, applications, and recent developments. The Handbook of
Statistics is a series of self-contained reference books. Each volume is devoted to a particular topic in statistics, with
Volume 30 dealing with time series. The series is addressed to the entire community of statisticians and scientists in
various disciplines who use statistical methodology in their work. At the same time, special emphasis is placed on
applications-oriented techniques, with the applied statistician in mind as the primary audience. Comprehensively presents
the various aspects of statistical methodology Discusses a wide variety of diverse applications and recent developments
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This book presents an overview of copula theory and its application in hydrology, and provides valuable insights, useful
methods and practical applications for multivariate hydrological analysis using copulas. In addition, it extends the
traditional bivariate model to trivariate or multivariate models. The specific applications covered include the study of flood
frequency analysis, drought frequency analysis, dependence analysis, flood coincidence risk analysis and statistical
simulation using copulas. The book offers a valuable guide for researchers, scientists and engineers working in hydrology
and water resources, and will also benefit graduate or doctoral students with a basic grasp of copula functions who want
to learn about the latest research developments in the field.
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